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Organ-Specific Insulin Resistance in Patients with
Noninsulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus and
Hypertension
Ikuo Yokoyama, Tohru Ohtake, Shin-ichi Momomura, Katsunori Yonekura, Nobuhiro Yamada, Junichi Nishikawa,
Yasuhito Sasaki and Masao Ornata
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Abnormal heart and skeletal muscle glucose metabolism in diabetes
or essential hypertension has been demonstrated. However, the role
of hypertension in heart and skeletal muscle glucose utilization in
diabetes has not been clarified yet. Methods: We compared heart
and skeletal muscle glucose utilization using PET and the wholebody glucose disposal rate (GDR) during insulin clamping in 9
patients with noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and
essential hypertension and 11 patients with NIDDM without hyper
tension to examine the effect of hypertension on heart and skeletal
muscle glucose utilization. Results also were compared with those
for 8 asymptomatic healthy control participants. Results: Skeletal
muscle glucose utilization rate was comparable between hyperten
sive NIDDM patients (61.2 Â± 55.5 /Â¿molâ€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1) and
normotensive NIDDM patients (50.9 Â±25.2 /mnol â€¢
min 1 â€¢
kg 1)but

lated with systolic blood pressure and plasma free fatty acid con
centration. Conclusion: Whole-body insulin resistance was ob
served in NIDDM patients independent of hypertension. The MGU
rate may have different properties to oppose insulin resistance than
glucose utilization of skeletal muscle in hypertensive patients with
NIDDM.
Key Words: glucose metabolism; insulinresistance;diabetes mel
litus; hypertension; PET; fluorodeoxyglucose
J NucÃ-Med 1998; 39:884-889

Â¿\ recent investigation has revealed that reactivity to insulin
between heart and skeletal muscle varies among several dis
was significantly reduced in both groups compared with control
subjects (94.2 Â±57.3 /Â¿molâ€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1), as was the GDR (25.2 Â± eases, some of which usually are thought to be associated with
insulin resistance (1 ). Furthermore, it has been suggested that
11.3 and 24.0 Â±7.5 /Â¿molâ€¢
min 1 â€¢
kg 1), respectively, for patients
compared with 38.5 Â± 11.5 Â¿Â¿mol
â€¢
min~1 â€¢
kg~1 for control
glucose utilization may vary between heart and skeletal muscle
according to the specific disorder (7-3). For example, there is
participants). However, the myocardial glucose utilization (MGU)
increased myocardial glucose utilization (MGU) but reduced
rate was significantly reduced in NIDDM patients without hyperten
sion (389 Â±185 /nmol â€¢
min 1â€¢
kg"1) than in those with hypertension
skeletal muscle glucose utilization (SMGU) in patients with
(616 Â±86.4 /xmol â€¢
min 1 â€¢
kg"1, p < 0.01). Multivariate stepwise
mild hypertension (/). Reduced glucose utilization in the heart
regression analysis has shown that MGU was significantly correbut preserved skeletal muscle (2) also have been reported.
These observations strongly suggest that the kinetics of cardiac
Received Mar. 11, 1997; revision accepted Aug. 5,1997.
muscle glucose utilization may be different from that of SMGU
For correspondence or reprints contact: Ikuo Yokoyama, MD, 7-3-1 Hongoh Bunkyoku, Tokyo 113, Japan.
in patients with insulin resistance.
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Because insulin-activated glucose transporters are distributed
primarily in adipose tissue and skeletal muscle (4,5), glucose
handling in both skeletal muscle and adipose tissue might be
essential to developing insulin resistance. Although both insu
lin-independent and insulin-dependent glucose transporters are
present in approximately equal amounts on cardiac myocytes
(6), the details of the regulation of myocardial glucose handling
remain uncertain.
Insulin resistance plays a central role among the many factors
contributing to the pathogenesis of noninsulin-dependent dia
betes mellirus (NIDDM) and to the development of atheroscle
rosis in patients with essential hypertension. Because hyperten
sion is often associated with diabetes mellitus, it may be
inferred that when these two diseases coexist, insulin resistance
would be more severe than if only diabetes or hypertension
were present. However, the effect of hypertension on cardiac
muscle glucose utilization and SMGU in patients with NIDDM
is not clear.
PET has been used extensively in research on the quantitative
analysis of glucose metabolism in the brain (7), heart (8) and
skeletal muscle (1,2) using fluorine-18-fluorodeoxyglucose
(18FDG) as the tracer. By taking advantage of the fact that PET
allows simultaneous collection of data for tissue glucose utili
zation in the heart and skeletal muscle, we succeeded in
quantifying differences in cardiac muscle glucose utilization
and SMGU between patients with NIDDM who did and did not
have hypertension to address the specific role of high blood
pressure on cardiac muscle glucose utilization and SMGU.

PET

Cardiac muscle glucose utilization and SGMU rates were mea
sured using PET (Headtome IV, Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan)
and 18F-FDG.The Headtome IV has seven imaging planes. The
in-plane resolution is 4.5 mm at FWHM, and the z-axial resolution
is 9.5 mm at FWHM. The effective in-plane resolution is 7 mm
after using a smoothingfilter. The sensitivitiesof the Headtome IV
scanner are 14 and 24 kHz (/u,Ci/ml)for direct and cross-planes,
respectively.
Acquisition of Myocardial Metabolic Images

After waiting 120 min to allow for the blood glucose concen
tration to remain constant, we injected 18F-FDG(185-370 MBq)
and collected dynamic data for 1hr 45 sec. During this interval, we
obtained 19 dynamic scans using the following protocol: five 15-,
three 30-, four 120-, four 300- and three 600-sec scans.
Quantification of Tissue Glucose Utilization Rate

The amount of glucose metabolized by various organs was
determined by calculating the tissue glucose utilization rate.
Followingthe method previously reported by Ohtake et al. (9), we
obtained the input function from the time-activity curve of the
descending aorta corrected by seven venous blood samplings.
Using the input function, we determined k, * k3/(k2 -I-k3) with
Patlack graphic analysis and calculated the tissue glucose utiliza
tion rate by substitutingk, * k3/(k2+ k3)in the followingequation:
Tissue glucose utilization rate = [kj * ks/fe + k3)]
* (Blood glucose concentration)/3/lumpedconstant. Eq. 1
The values k,, k2,k3and k4were rate constants of the following
chemical formula:

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and Control Subjects

We studied 20 patients with NIDDM (15 men, 5 women; mean
age 54.9 Â±10.9 yr) and eight asymptomatic age-matched healthy
control subjects (6 men, 2 women; mean age 53.2 Â±8.1 yr). Of the
20 patients, 9 had essential hypertension. All patients with hyper
tension were controlled with antihypertensive agents, which in
cluded calcium antagonists, angiotensin-convertingenzyme inhib
itors or both. The 20 patients with NIDDM were treated only with
diet therapy. All medication was stopped 8 hr before the study.
General characteristics of study participants are shown in Tables 1
and 2. A significant difference was found only in hemoglobin Ale
fasting plasma glucose concentration between the control partici
pants and the diabetic patients. Systolic blood pressure was
significantly higher in hypertensive diabetic patients than in normotensive diabetic patients. Before the study, we informed all
study participants of the nature of the study, after which they
agreed to participate in the study protocol, which was approved by
the local ethics committee.

Glucose(serum)â€”Â»
Glucose(myocardium)â€”>
Glucose-6-phosphate,
kj

k4

Eq. 2

where k4 is assumed to be zero in the myocardium and skeletal
muscle.
The blood glucose concentration was measured from the arterialized vein three times during the dynamic scan using 18F-FDG.
The average of these values was used for calculating the tissue
glucose utilization rate. The lumped constant was calculated to be
0.67 in cardiac myocytes (10), as reported for animal experiments.
The lumped constant in skeletal muscle cells was assumed to be
1.0, as used in previous studies using PET and 18F-FDG(1,2).
All data were corrected for dead-time effects to reduce errors to
less than 1%. To avoid the influence of the partial volume effect
associated with the objects' size, we used recovery coefficients
obtained from experimentalphantom studies in our laboratory.The
Insulin Clamping and Estimation of Whole-Body Insulin
recovery coefficient was 0.8 when myocardial wall thickness was
10 mm. To correct for partial volume effect, wall thickness was
Resistance
Quantitative estimation of whole-body insulin resistance was measuredwith two-dimensionalechocardiographyby specialists in
made by obtaining the glucose disposal rate (GDR; in /Â¿molâ€¢our hospital. The recovery coefficients were taken into consider
min"1 â€¢
kg"1) during insulin clamping 2-3 hr after the beginning ation in our program to measure the tissue glucose utilization rate.
We obtained the MGU rate from the transaxial images. The
of
insulin
Insulin
done
by simultaneous
infusion
of infusion.
regular insulin
at clamping
a fixed ratewas
(1 mU
â€¢
kg"1
â€¢
min"1) and
MGU for each participant was determined by averaging the values
20% glucose at a variable rate to maintain plasma concentrationof of seven slices. We also obtained the SMGU rate from the back
glucose at an equilibrium of approximately 100 mg/dl. The muscle using the transaxial dynamic data of seven slices. The total
infusion rate of 20% glucose was changed every 5 min during the amount of SMGU was determined by averaging these values.
To calculate the tissue glucose utilization rate, we used the
insulin clamping until the GDR achieved a steady state. Because it
usually takes 2-3 hr after the initiation of insulin clamping for the Taitan high-speed image processing system (Asahi Kasei Informa
GDR to become constant, we used the average GDR 2-3 hr after tion SystemCo., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and Dr. View software (Asahi
the initiation of insulin clamping as an indicator of whole-body Kasei Information System Co., Ltd.). PET data were collected
under insulin clamping as described earlier.
insulin resistance.
INSULIN
RESISTANCE
INHYPERTENSIVE
TYPE2 DIABETES
â€¢
Yokoyama et al.
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TABLE 1
Participant Characteristics
VariableNo.

TABLE 2
Characteristics of NIDDM Patients With and Without Hypertension

p8(6/2)53.263.6161.024.3122.072.0901369.10.325.74.875.141.411.283.18RPP
Control
diabetes mellitus
VariableNo.

(male/female)Age
of patients

blood
pressure1151

patientsAge
of
(yr)Body
(kg)Height
weight
(cm)Body
indexHemoglobin
mass
(%)InsulinFreeA1c

Â±12.364.3
.8
Â±63.0
8.7169
Â±
Â±163
6.223.2
Â±
Â±23.9
2.208.9
Â±
Â±135.0
1.857.7
Â±
Â±77.0
22.31.12
Â±
Â±9101
acidconcentration
fatty
0.6710.1
Â±
1756Â±29.2Â±0.19Â±0.30Â±0.48Â±0.67Â±0.79Â±0.41Â±0.5520(15/5)54.9
Â±63.0
(mol/liter)Fasting
(/iU/ml)Free
Â±1.12
plasma-bloodglucoseconcentration
acidconcentration(mEq/liter)Hemoglobin
fatty
Â±8.26
2.2,4.71
Â±

(yr)Body
(kg)Height
weight
(cm)Body
indexSystolic
mass
(mmHg)Diastolic
BP
(mmHg)RPPInsulin
BP

6.6362.3
Â±
11.7158
Â±
7.2*24.7
Â±
3.518.3
Â±
1.471Â±
15.21.04Â±
.4 Â±
1.158.9

1.84.93
Â±

(mol/liter)Total
(%)(mol/liter)Fasting
A1c

Â±8.75
(mol/liter)HDL
cholesterol

bloodglucoseconcentration
plasma

0.621.1
Â±

0.611.06
Â±

Â±4.88
(mol/liter)TriglycÃ©rides(mol/liter)LDL
cholesterol
Â±0.241.83
3

Â±0.241.61

Â±1.202.69

Â±1.192.74

(mol/liter)Total
(mol/liter)HDL
cholesterol

Â±1.09

(mol/liter)TriglycÃ©rides(mol/liter)LDL
cholesterol

Â±2.06

(mol/liter)Systolic
cholesterol

0.67126
Â±

Â±1.20150

Â±20.5*82.4
10.673.4
Â±
(mmHg)Diastolic
BP
8.88*60.1
Â±
(mmHg)Heart
BP
9.269.5
Â±
6.68480
Â±
(bpm)RPPNormal
rate
6.69490
Â±
Â±10.99.778.242.7819.411.5189924.60.851.652.490.640.231.830.96nsnsnsnsnsnsnsns<.05<0.01<0.01nsnsnsnsrate
Â±1554Hypertension959.2
Â±1694
Â±2.78

(mol/liter)ns
cholesterol

= not significant;Noninsulin-dependent
=Â±8.1Â±4.9Â±7.2Â±2.5Â±8.6Â±6.5Â±
pressure products.

Statistical Analysis

Data with two parameters were analyzed with the two-tailed
Student's t-test. Data with three parameters were analyzed using an
analysis of variance. A probability value of 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. Multivariate stepwise regression analysis
was used to examine which variables were independently related to
MGU among plasma free fatty acid (FFA) concentration, hemo
globin Ale, fasting glucose concentration, total cholesterol, plasma
triglycÃ©rides,high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, lowdensity lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure and age. Values are expressed as mean Â±
s.d.
RESULTS
Whole-Body

Glucose Disposal Rate

min ' â€¢
kg '; Table 3). The MGU rate was correlated with
systolic (r = 0.50, p < 0.05; Fig. 1) and diastolic (r = 0.60, p <
0.01; Fig. 2) blood pressure. However, there was no significant
relationship between the MGU rate and the rate pressure
products.
Serum Glucose Concentration

During insulin clamping, the average serum glucose concen
tration in diabetics (4.90 Â±0.73 mmol/liter) was the same as
that of control participants (4.87 Â±0.48 mmol/liter).
Serum Insulin Concentration

Serum insulin concentration after insulin clamping in
NIDDM patients (63.0 Â±24.6 /ill/ml) was comparable to that
in control participants (69.1 Â±29.2 juU/ml). There was no
significant difference between the serum insulin concentration
at the beginning and end of dynamic PET scanning.

The GDR in normotensive diabetics (24.0 Â± 7.5 /j,mol â€¢
min"1 â€¢kg "') was comparable to that in diabetics with
Serum Free Fatty Acid Concentration
hypertension (25.2 Â±11.3 /utmol â€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1). The GDR in

The serum FFA concentration during the insulin clamping in
NIDDM patients (1.12 Â±0.85 mEq/liter) was significantly
higher than that of control subjects (0.32 Â±0.19mEq/liter, p <
0.05). However, there was no significant difference between
Skeletal Muscle Glucose Utilization
normotensive NIDDM patients (1.22 Â±0.73 mEq/liter) and
The â€¢
SMGUâ€¢
rate inalso
normotensive
diabetics
Â±25.2
/Limol
min"1
kg~')
was comparable
to that(50.9
in hyperten
hypertensive NIDDM patients (1.00 Â±1.01 mEq/liter). There
sive diabetics (61.2 Â±55.5 /xmol â€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1), but in both was a significant inverse relationship between the MGU rate
and plasma FFA concentration in NIDDM patients (r = â€”0.58,
groups
it was/Ltmolâ€¢
significantly
lower pthan
in control subjects p < 0.05; Fig. 3). Multivariate stepwise regression analysis
(94.2 Â±57.3
min"1 â€¢
kg"1,
< 0.01).
showed that systolic blood pressure and plasma FFA concen
tration were independently related to the MGU rate (r = 0.742,
Myocardial Glucose Utilization
The MGU rate in the normotensive group (389 Â±185 /j,mol â€¢p < 0.01) among plasma FFA concentration, hemoglobin Ale,
min"1 â€¢
kg"1) was significantly reduced compared with that in
both hypertensive diabetic subjects (600 Â±122 /imol â€¢
min"1 â€¢fasting glucose concentration, total cholesterol, plasma triglyc
HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, systolic blood pres
kg"1, p < 0.01) and control subjects (614.6 Â±161.5 /Â¿molâ€¢Ã©rides,
sure, diastolic blood pressure and age.
both groups was significantly reduced compared with controls
(38.5 Â±11.5 /imol â€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1, p < 0.01).
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TABLE 3
Comparison of Whole-Body Insulin Resistance and Heart and
Skeletal MGU Rates Among NIDDM Without Hypertension and
NIDDM With Hypertension and Controls
NIDDM (NT) (n = 11)

NIDDM (HT) (n = 9)

Control (n = 8)

GDR 24.0 Â±7.5*
SMGU 42.7 Â±21.1*
MGU 389 Â±185*T

25.2 Â±11.3*
51.3 Â±46.6*

38.5 Â±11.5
94.2 Â±57.3

600 Â±122

614.6 Â±161.5

*p < 0.05 compared with control.
tp < 0.01 compared with NIDDM (HT).
GDR = glucose disposal rate (p/nol â€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg~1); SMGU = skeletal
muscle glucose utilization (Â¿tmolâ€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1); MGU = myocardial glucose
utilization (Â¿imolâ€¢
min"1 â€¢
kg"1); NIDDM = noninsulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus; NT = normotensive; HT = hypertensive.

200
DISCUSSION

Results of this study show that: (a) whole-body insulin
resistance occurred independently of hypertension in patients
with NIDDM; (b) both the MGU and SMGU rates were reduced
in normotensive NIDDM patients; and (c) the MGU rate was
significantly reduced in NIDDM patients without hypertension
compared with both controls and NIDDM patients with hyper
tension.
Skeletal Muscle Glucose Utilization in Patients with NIDDM

Several investigators have found that whole-body insulin
resistance is strongly related to impaired SMGU rates (11,12).
Therefore, reduced SMGU rates in patients with NIDDM are
consistent with these findings. Because of the association
between insulin resistance and hypertension, it is important to
investigate the influence of hypertension on insulin resistance in
patients with NIDDM. However, we found that both wholebody insulin resistance and SMGU rates were not altered by
hypertension in patients with NIDDM. Therefore, the mecha
nism that provokes insulin resistance in patients with NIDDM
may differ from that of hypertension.
Myocardial Glucose Utilization in Patients with NIDDM

Insulin resistance in the myocardium was present but was less
severe than whole-body and skeletal muscle insulin resistance
in normotensive patients with NIDDM. On the other hand,
MGU rates in hypertensive patients with NIDDM were pre
served, indicating that myocardial insulin resistance was not
present in NIDDM patients with hypertension. This result is
consistent with a recent report of increased MGU rates but
reduced SMGU rates in patients with nondiabetic mild hyper
tension (/). These findings suggest that there is an important
mechanism by which glucose is incorporated into the myocar
dium that differs from that in skeletal muscle. Certainly,
skeletal muscle may play a central role in insulin resistance
(11,12), whereas the myocardium may have some alternative
mechanism to oppose insulin resistance that may partially
contribute to a salvage effect to decrease glucose concentration
in diabetics. Recently, increased expression of glucose trans
porter Type 1 in the heart but not in the skeletal muscle in
nondiabetic hyperinsulinemic
glucose transporter Type 4
(GLUT4)-null mice was reported (2). Those supporting systems
in the myocardium may contribute to increased MGU rates in
the event of ischemia or in patients with hypertension. Pre
served insulin-responsive glucose transporter gene expression
in skeletal muscle also has been reported (13). The results
suggest that insulin resistance in NIDDM patients may not only
be attributable to a GLUT4 deficit in skeletal muscle cells but
also to impaired cellular signal transduction systems between

110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180
SBP
FIGURE 1. Significant relationship between MGU rate and systolic blood
pressure.

the insulin receptor and Golgi apparatus. Those reports may
relate to our results.
Relationship with Plasma Free Fatty Acid Concentration

It has been suggested that the MGU rate is inversely
correlated with the plasma FFA level. In this study, a significant
inverse relationship between these two parameters was found.
However, the plasma FFA level was comparable between
hypertensive and normotensive patients with NIDDM, so the
increased plasma FFA concentration in NIDDM patients cannot
be the cause of the difference in MGU rates between the two.
Plasma FFA may influence MGU rates in normotensive patients
with NIDDM only through the so-called Randle's cycle (14).
On the other hand, there might be an unknown mechanism to
uptake glucose in the myocardium to oppose increased FFA
concentration in patients with hypertensive NIDDM.
Relationship Between Myocardial Glucose Utilization
Rates and Blood Pressure

There was a significant relationship between MGU rates and
both systolic and diastolic pressure. However, there was no
significant relationship between rate pressure products and
MGU rates in patients with NIDDM. These data suggest that

200
55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
DBF
RGURE 2. Significant relationship between MGU rate and diastolic blood
pressure.
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differs between controls and patients with NIDDM. That is one
limitation of this type of study. Further investigation should be
done on this point.
Correction of the recovery coefficient was made according to
two-dimensional echocardiography. Because overestimation
due to left ventricular hypertrophy in hypertensive NIDDM
patients should be negligible when the recovery coefficient is
estimated, correction of MGU rates by the left ventricular mass
index should not be needed.
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Insulin Clamping and Myocardial FDG PET
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FIGURE 3. Significant relationship between MGU rate and plasma FFA
concentration.

preserved MGU rates in hypertensive NIDDM patients may not
simply be explained by the increase in myocardial oxygen
demand. Actually, hypertension might increase oxygen de
mand, which could increase MGU rates, as reported by Nuutila
et al. (/). The cause for this discrepancy is speculative. Our
hypertensive NIDDM patients may have had a more severe
hypertensive status than the patients with mild hypertension
used by Nuutila et al. (7), and the diabetic status might have
altered the myocardial cellular glucose handling in response to
hypertension. It also is possible that the durations of the
hypertensive state and the antihypertensive therapy would alter
MGU rates. For instance, a relatively longer hypertensive state
and shorter antihypertensive therapy would increase MGU rates
much more than a shorter hypertensive state and longer antihy
pertensive therapy. Those matters might alter the relationship
between RPP and MGU rates in patients with NIDDM. Fur
thermore, the plasma FFA concentration in both of the NIDDM
groups was increased more than twofold compared with that of
control subjects, so the myocardium might use FFA as the
predominant source of energy for oxidative metabolism. Myo
cardial oxidative metabolism should be explained mainly by
FFA metabolism, and the contribution of MGU rates on
oxidative metabolism may become relatively small when the
FFA level is high. That may preclude a correlation between
MGU rates and oxygen demands.
Measurement of Tissue Glucose Metabolism Using PET
and Fluorine-18-FDG

To determine SMGU rates, we used a value of 1.0 as the
lumped constant according to the report by Pulkki et al. (2).
When the SMGU rate is calculated relative to GDR assuming
that skeletal muscle accounts for 35% of total body weight and
that the SMGU rate corresponds to approximately 75% of GDR,
the SMGU rate can be estimated as follows: normotensive
diabetic subjects, 51 Â±16; hypertensive diabetic subjects, 54 Â±
25; and control subjects, 97 Â±29. Those results were similar to
the PET results. Therefore, accuracy of the method to determine
SMGU rates with PET and 1SF-FDGis assured. To determine
MGU rates, we used a value of 0.67 as the lumped constant
because several studies on MGU rates in diabetes used this
value (2,15). Although several similar studies of heart and
skeletal muscle glucose utilization used this value (7, 9,
Â¡6-21), it has not been clear whether the lumped constant
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Although the myocardium uses FFA as a primary source of
energy under fasting, it uses glucose as a primary source of
energy after intake of glucose through induction of endogenous
insulin (16). Although oral glucose loading is useful for
myocardial 1XF-FDGimaging, it is difficult to apply to diabetics
(15). Insulin clamping can maintain serum glucose concentra
tions constant at the level of fasting, the effects of glucose
intolerance are avoided and there is improved imaging accuracy
(77). In addition, because insulin clamping also allows a steady
state, it offers the advantage of eliminating problems concern
ing quantitative analysis. Several problems associated with
myocardial I8F-FDG imaging can be overcome when insulin
clamping is used and careful examination of disease status is
considered. Our results might contribute to the improvement
of diagnostic accuracy of quantitative myocardial I8F-FDG
studies.
CONCLUSION

Whole-body insulin resistance in NIDDM patients occurred
independently of hypertension. However, heart muscle glu
cose handling was different between diabetic subjects with
hypertension and those without. Alternative mechanisms to
oppose myocardial insulin resistance were suggested in
NIDDM and hypertension. This approach, using PET and
insulin clamping, might be helpful to further the understand
ing of pathophysiological and biochemical features in pa
tients with NIDDM.
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Three-Dimensional Surface Display of Dynamic
Pulmonary Xenon-133 SPECT in Patients with
Obstructive Lung Disease
Kazuyoshi Suga, Norihiko Kume, Kazuya Nishigauchi, Yasuhiko Kawakami, Takeo Kawamura, Tsuneo Matsumoto and
Naofumi Matsunaga
Department of Radiology, Yamaguchi University School of Medicine, Ãœbe,Yamaguchi, Japan

To better perceive abnormal regional ventilation in patients with
obstructive lung disease, a three-dimensional display was applied to
dynamic pulmonary 133XeSPECT. Methods: Dynamic SPECT was
performed using a triple-detector SPECT system in 30 patients with
obstructive disease, 13 patients with restrictive disease and 7
normal subjects. After reconstructing color-illuminated, surfacerendered three-dimensional images of equilibrium and 3-min wash
out (WO3), a single three-dimensional fusion display was created
from these two different time-course image sets in which a threedimensional W03 Â¡mageindicating 133Xeretention was transparently
visible through three-dimensional equilibrium image delineating lung
contours. The three-dimensional equilibrium and WO3 images were
created by a 25% threshold of the133Xe maximal pixel activity (MPA)
in equilibrium data. Besides, a three-dimensional WO3 image with a
18% threshold [mean + 2 s.d. ratios (%) of the MPA in W03 data to
that in equilibrium data in normal subjects] was used for assessing
the presence of retention compared to normal lungs. Results: The
18% threshold three-dimensional WO3 image showed abnormal
retention in obstructive diseases but not in restrictive diseases. The
three-dimensional fusion display provided an overview of localized
retention in obstructive diseases and enhanced the perception of
their spatial relationships and extent compared to those on multislice tomograms. The extent of retention correlated well with %FEV1
(r = 0.813) and 133Xeclearance-time 0"i/2) (r = 0.912). Conclusion:
This topographic modality for 133XeSPECT is helpful for the better
perception of anatomic distributions of 133Xe retention and interstudy comparisons of ventilation abnormality in patients with ob
structive disease.
Key Words: SPECT; xenon-133 gas; lung ventilation;three-dimen
sional imaging; surface-rendered imaging
J NucÃ-Med 1998; 39:889-893

Xulmonary

dynamic SPECT of l33Xe gas is an effective tool to

assess regional ventilation abnormality without superimposition
of lung tissues in patients with obstructive lung diseases (1,2).
However, review and interpretation of multislice tomographic
data are often difficult especially for elimination of
Xe

activity in the lungs in washout (WO) phase. If SPECT
information was displayed in a realistic three-dimensional form
image, it would simplify and improve the interpretation. Several
three-dimensional imaging techniques are now available for
display of almost all parts of the body (3-12). In this study, we
challenged a three-dimensional display for l33Xe SPECT, and
validated its feasibility in assessing regional ventilation abnor
mality in obstructive lung diseases.
MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Patient Population

The subjects were 30 patients (9 women, 21 men; age range
47-76 yr) with obstructive lung disease including 20 with pulmo
nary emphysema, 6 with chronic bronchitis and 4 with bronchial
asthma. The diagnosis of 20 patients with pulmonary emphysema
was based on chest thin-slice, high-resolution CT scan, physical
findings and a history of long-term cigarette smoking and pulmo
nary function tests. Six patients with chronic bronchitis showed
focal bronchiectasis on chest CT. Four patients with bronchial
asthma were diagnosed by intermittent wheezing and improved
pulmonary function tests after administration of a bronchodilator.
The mean predicted vital capacity (%VC) and forced expiratory
volume in 1 sec (%FEV,) were 76.2 Â±19.2% and 42.2 Â±9.8%,
respectively. Xenon-133 SPECT was repeated after treatment in
seven patients including three with pulmonary emphysema treated
by thoracoscopic lung volume reduction surgery (13) and two each
with bronchial asthma and chronic bronchitis treated by a bron
chodilator with or without antibiotics.
For comparison, 7 normal subjects (7 men; age range 25-40 yr)
with normal pulmonary function tests and chest CT and 13 patients
(5 women, 8 men, age range 42-63 yr) with usual interstitial
pneumonia were studied. These patients with restrictive disease
were histologically diagnosed, and the mean %VC and %FEV,
were 51.2 Â± 7.2% and 79.2 Â± 5.4%, respectively. Informed
consent was obtained from all the participants.
Dynamic Xenon-133 SPECT and Three-Dimensional
Surface Displays
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Dynamic SPECT was performed using a continuous repetitive
rotating acquisition mode with a triple-detector SPECT system
(GCA 9300 A/HG, Toshiba Medical, Tokyo, Japan), as described
DYNAMICPULMONARY
XENON-133 SPECT â€¢
Suga et al.
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